This document is made available in accordance with publisher policies. Please cite only the published version using the reference above. Full terms of use are available: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/pure/about/ebr-terms This note presents some constant-head permeability test results on 30 granular mixtures. These data are then interpreted using the grading entropy approach, as well as the 'Hazen', 'Shepherd', 'Kozeny-Carman' and 'Chapuis' models. The predictive power of each of the five methods is compared. A correlation between the normalised grading entropy coordinates and the coefficient of permeability is presented. Permeability zones on the normalised entropy diagram are identified.
INTRODUCTION
Permeability is a key factor to consider when assessing the durability and service quality of road pavement structures (e.g. Thom, 2014) . This note presents some results of constant-head permeability testing on 30 aggregate mixtures. These results are used to compare five models namely 'Hazen' (Hazen, 1893 , 1895 , 1911 , 'Shepherd' (Shepherd, 1989) , 'Kozeny-Carman' (Kozeny, 1927; Carman, 1937 Carman, , 1939 , 'Chapuis' (Chapuis, 2004 , 2012 and an approach which uses the grading entropy co-ordinates (see Lő rincz et al. (2005) ) as predictors of hydraulic conductivity, hereafter referred to as the 'grading entropy' model.
TRADITIONAL MODELS FOR PERMEABILITY
Permeability K (L 2 ) is often described in terms of the coefficient of permeability, k (L/T), which depends on both the intrinsic properties of the porous medium and the pore fluid; equation (1) (e.g. Chapuis & Aubertin, 2003) 
where γ w is the unit weight of the permeant and μ w is the dynamic viscosity of the permeant. The coefficient of permeability is related to the effective particle size. Hazen's formulation (Hazen, 1893 (Hazen, , 1895 (Hazen, , 1911 can be expressed as follows
where t is the temperature (°C); D 10 (L) is the sieve size (aperture) through which 10% of the material would pass; and C H (L À1 /T) is the Hazen empirical coefficient. According to the work of Hazen (1893 Hazen ( , 1895 ) C H is approximately 1000 μm À1 /d, subsequently, he suggested a range of values from 400 to 1200 (Hazen, 1911) . Shepherd (1989) presented a revised version of Hazen's formulation with a revised exponent on D 10
where c is a dimensionless constant and x generally varies from 1·65 to 1·85 (it is noted that Shepherd did not specify the representative particle size; in this note, however, D 10 is used).
The Kozeny-Carman equation (Kozeny, 1927; Carman, 1937 Carman, , 1939 is another approach to estimate the coefficient of permeability (form shown as in Carrier (2003) )
where γ is the unit weight of the permeant; μ is its viscosity; S A is the specific surface area per unit volume of particles; e is the void ratio; and C K-C is the Kozeny-Carman coefficient, which accounts for the tortuosity and shape of the particles. According to Carman (1939) , C K-C can be found experimentally to be approximately 5 for uniform spheres. Ozgumus et al. (2014) presented a detailed review of published C K-C values, within which the lowest C K-C value is 3·4 measured in peat beds (Mathavan & Viraraghavan, 1992 ) and the highest is experimentally found to be 12·81 in fibrous and granular beds (Li & Gu, 2005) . Another commonly used form of the equation is given by Chapuis & Aubertin (2003) 
where C ¼ 1/C KÀC ; g is gravitational acceleration; ρ w is the density of the permeant; D R is the specific gravity of solid (D R ¼ ρ s /ρ w , ρ s is the density of solid); and S s is the specific surface of the solid. Chapuis & Légaré (1992) 
where D 10 is in millimetres. According to Chapuis (2012) , equation (7) can be used for non-plastic materials, but may not be accurate enough when applied to crushed materials.
GRADING ENTROPY FRAMEWORK
The grading entropy theory is comprehensively reviewed in Singh (2014) and has also been used in several publications listed in Table 1 to study various geotechnical phenomena.
The grading entropy framework considers, according to Imre et al. (2012) , 'the distribution of particle sizes in a soil is a reflection of its order or disorder of nature'. It is attributed to Lő rincz's 1986 doctoral thesis (Lő rincz et al., 2005; Singh, 2014) by applying entropy theory (Shannon, 1948) to the particle size distribution (PSD), thereby establishing a vectorial depiction of gradation variation (McDougall et al., 2013b) . The following explanation of the theory is largely based on that presented in Singh (2014) , whose notation is used unless otherwise stated. Shannon (1948) defined the entropy H(x) as
where p i is the probability of a system being in cell i. While in grading entropy theory a double statistical cell system (see Fig. 1 ) -which consists of a fraction grid (i) (primary cell system) successively doubled in width and a secondary cell system ( j) with a uniform width d 0 -to subdivide the fraction cells in the fraction grid, is introduced in this theory. The number of secondary cells in a fraction i is
where d i is the width of the fraction i. The relative frequency x i can be obtained using
where M i is the weight of particles in fraction i (which is equivalent to the percentage of particles retained on the sieve) and M is the total weight of the sample mixture. Thus the relative frequency of the jth secondary cell in the ith fraction is
By substituting the relative frequency p ij into equation (8), the ultimate form of grading entropy, S, of an arbitrary mixture could be computed as follows (see Lő rincz (1990) for a full derivation)
where x i is the relative frequency of fraction i and N is the number of fractions. As the grading entropy equation consists of two parts, which respectively relate to the elementary cell system C i and the real fractions x i , the grading entropy is split into two coordinates, namely base entropy S 0 and the entropy increment ΔS
Logarithm base 2 is chosen to yield a simple form of eigen-entropy S 0i (Singh, 2014) 
By making the base entropy S 0 constrained to a fixed interval for a different number of fractions, and the FENG, VARDANEGA, IBRAIM, WIDYATMOKO AND OJUM entropy increment ΔS independent with N, two normalised entropy coordinates A (the relative base grading entropy) and B (normalised entropy increment) are obtained (see the online supplementary material for a full calculation example)
Based on the normalised entropy coordinates A and B, any grading curve can be interpreted and plotted as a single point on the normalised diagram. However, Imre et al. (2012) explained that, for an ongoing change in PSD (as a consequence of grain crushing, or soil erosion) or for materials with different PSDs, the variation in fraction number N can induce a discontinuity in the normalised entropy path. In order to remove this discontinuity, 'zero' fractions (coarser or finer fractions with zero particle frequency), which leave the non-normalised grading entropy unaffected, can be introduced in the analysis (see Imre et al. (2012) ). The variations in gradation are depicted in a normalised entropy diagram to show the effect of changing PSD (see Fig. 2 ). McDougall et al. (2013b) explains that the relative base entropy A reflects the skewness (symmetry) of a gradation curve, while the normalised entropy increment B measures peakiness (kurtosis) of a distribution, as shown in Fig. 2 . With the aid of the grading entropy diagram, variations in gradation can be recorded in one plot rather than a family of gradation curves, as schematically shown in Fig. 2 .
Previously secondary cell widths d 0 were taken as 2 À17 mm (e.g. Lő rincz, 1990) and 2 À22 mm (e.g. Imre et al., 2009) . As previously stated in this analysis 0·0375 mm is used to enable the use of the grading entropy calculation. It should be noted that the tested mixtures did not have particle sizes less than this minimum value.
Based on the normalised grading entropy equations, for a certain fraction number N, the maximum normalised entropy increment (B) curve is fixed (see the calculation process in Singh (2014)); however, with different fraction numbers, N, the variation of the maximum increment curve is rather unnoticeable (cf. Imre et al., 2008) . 
MATERIAL TESTING
The aggregates used in this study comprised a crushed basalt and a less rounded crushed gritstone. The nominal maximum aggregate size of the mixture is 10 mm. The aggregate abrasion value, Los Angeles abrasion, shape (flakiness index) and water absorption of the test material were 6, 10, 22 and 1·6%, respectively, which suggest the aggregates have high resistance to abrasion and relatively low water absorption. As for the flakiness index, in practice most designed asphalt mixtures specify a value of not greater than 25%; the lower the value, the more onerous the requirements.
Three different PSDs (denoted as E, F, G) of the gravel component of pavement asphalt surfacing mixtures were used as a guide to develop a family of gradation curves employed for the permeability testing in this paper. Thirty different samples were fabricated, and the permeabilities were assessed using constant head testing. For each sample, the PSD was also re-examined (sieving test procedure generally followed ASTM (2014)) after the permeability test. Figures 3-5 present the PSDs before and after permeability test (before in solid lines, after in dashed lines). Some very minor variations of the PSDs before and after testing were noticed, most likely attributed to particle crushing or the flushing out of some fines during testing. Given these minor variations shown on Figs 3-5, the gradation parameters (D 10 , D 50 ) used throughout the analysis are the averaged values from the before and after test PSDs, and the grading entropy parameters (A, B) are calculated based on the averaged PSDs.
The procedures adopted in the permeability testing generally followed BS 1377-5, chapter 5 (BSI, 1990). All the samples were compacted in four layers, and each layer was compacted manually by applying 70 blows using a sliding cylindrical tamper of 50 mm dia. and 2·5 kg self-weight.
Throughout the experimental programme, the total height of the samples was %320 mm, while an amount of 3·2 kg of material in the fully dried state was used. The dimensions of the samples (the permeameter had a diameter of 90 mm) and the dry weight of all 30 samples were measured and recorded. The temperature of the permeant (water) was monitored. All the permeability test results, including temperature test E1  476·61  17·8  505·20  0·85  0·94 0·46  7·02  9·93  1·66 0·88 GP  E2  80·38  17·9  86·81  0·68  0·84 0·78  2·01  7·29  3·96 2·05 GP  E3  56·71  15·8  62·95  0·71  0·83 0·76  1·66  6·82  4·50 2·15 GW  E4  49·89  15·8  55·38  0·68  0·81 0·80  1·49  6·51  4·84 2·13 GW  E5  5·44  17·8  5·76  0·61  0·64 0·80  0·72  2·17  3·68 1·01 GW  E6  7·76  17·9  8·15  0·62  0·72 1·01  0·78  3·24  6·22 0·62 GP  E7  9·81  18·5  10·31  0·56  0·76 0·95  0·88  5·26  7·29 0·62 GP  E8  89·25  17·7  94·61  0·70  0·87 0·78  2·12  8·21  4·19 2·47 GW  E9  164·39  17·8  174·25  0·75  0·91 0·69  4·86  8·92  1·99 1·16 GP  E10  25·51  17·3  27·55  0·62  0·81 0·92  1·22  6·58  6·02 1·85 GW  F1  501·07  15·4  561·20  0·84  0·94 0·46  6·94  9·56  1·52 0·93 GP  F2  28·77  19·8  28·77  0·59  0·84 0·78  1·54  7·54  5·31 3·17 GP  F3  16·27  19·9  16·27  0·53  0·82 0·83  1·15  7·22  6·82 3·50 GP  F4  19·95  20·1  19·95  0·56  0·81 0·77  1·23  6·99  6·15 2·97 GW  F5  3·78  15·8  4·19  0·51  0·65 0·80  0·72  2·25  3·81 1·02 GW  F6  14·11  17·9  14·81  0·61  0·82 0·82  1·58  7·02  4·81 1·69 GW  F7  43·61  18·3  45·79  0·67  0·76 0·96  1·02  4·66  5·77 0·98 GP  F8  123·78  17·9  129·97  0·79  0·89 0·70  4·07  8·29  2·19 1·37 GP  F9  163·74  17·7  173·57  0·75  0·91 0·69  4·85  8·87  1·98 1·16 GP  F10  55·74  17·3  60·20  0·71  0·84 0·76  2·09  7·16  3·74 1·91 GP  G1  52·33  15·7  58·61  0·66  0·84 0·73  1·54  7·46  5·24 3·23 GP  G2  277·87  16·5  302·88  0·75  0·94 0·46  6·89  9·48  1·51 0·93 GP  G3  7·07  16·5  7·71  0·54  0·65 0·77  0·75  2·31  3·72 1·02 GW  G4  145·03  19  149·38  0·73  0·87 0·66  3·58  7·93  2·36 1·57 GP  G5  45·25  17·7  47·97  0·66  0·82 0·76  1·44  7·02  5·26 2·44 GW  G6  8·68  17·5  9·29  0·60  0·74 0·95  0·84  4·75  6·40 0·66 GP  G7  14·47  17·4  15·49  0·58  0·78 0·86  1·05  5·60  5·98 1·48 GW  G8  200·78  17·5  214·83  0·74  0·89 0·68  4·57  8·44  1·98 1·28 GP  G9  276·14  17·4  295·46  0·74  0·92 0·60  6·47  9·07  1·51 0·96 GP  G10  56·46  17·9  60·98  0·67  0·85 0·77  1·83  7·69 4·50 2·86 GW
, where ν is the kinematic viscosity. †Void ratio is calculated according to e ¼ (Vρ/m) À 1, where V is the total volume of the sample; ρ is the density of the solid particles (2720 kg/m 3 as measured in the laboratory); and m is the dry mass of the sample. ‡GW, well-graded gravel, C U . 4 and 1 , C Z , 3 (Holtz et al., 2011) ; GP, poorly graded gravel, C U , 4 or C Z . 1, C Z . 3 (Holtz et al., 2011). FENG, VARDANEGA, IBRAIM, WIDYATMOKO AND OJUM condition, corrected permeability, sample void ratio (e) and other gradation parameters (D 10 , D 50 , C U , C Z ) are summarised and listed in Table 2 (for further information on the testing see Feng (2017) ).
ANALYSIS
The experimental results are now examined using the 'Hazen', 'Shepherd', 'Kozeny-Carman', 'Chapuis' and 'grading entropy' models.
Hazen's model
The temperature of the permeant (water) fluctuated between 15·4 and 20·1°C, so the measured k values were corrected to 20°C for the subsequent analysis and equation (2) becomes
Figure 6(a) shows the fitted relationship between k 20°C and the D 10 2 , which gives
The C H calculated is 6·91 mm À1 /s, which is in the range (1 to 1000 cm À1 /s) stated by Carrier (2003) . The accompanying measured k 20°C plotted against predicted k 20°C (using equation (19)) is shown in Fig. 6(b) . The predicted-measured plot (Fig. 6(b) ) shows that 12 out of 30 data points lie outside the ±50% margins and 20% of data points fall beneath the line of equality (45°line), with 80% of the data points lying above the line of equality. For this dataset equation (19) tends to under-predict k 20°C . Figure 7 (a) gives the fitted line between ln k 20°C and ln D 10 , which is
Shepherd's model
which can be rearranged to
The exponent of 1·73 (in equation (21)) conforms with the findings of Shepherd (1989) , who suggested a range of 1·65 to 1·85. The predicted plotted against measured plot ( Fig. 7(b) ) shows that nine out of 30 data points lie outside the ±50% margins and 50% of the data points fall above and below the line of equality. Therefore, for this dataset, equation (21) tends to predict k 20°C generally to within ±50% while noting that the seven out of the nine data points outside this range represent under-predictions. 
For equation (22) the C calculated is 0·1, which corresponds to C K-C of 10 (see equation (4)). This value falls between the upper (12·81 for fibrous and granular beds) and lower (3·4 for peat beds) bounds given in the review by Ozgumus et al. (2014) . The predicted plotted against measured plot (Fig. 8(b) ), shows that seven out of 30 data points lie outside the ±50% margins and 16·7% of the data points fall beneath the line of equality, while the remainder of the data points lie above the line of equality. Therefore, for this dataset, equation (22) tends to yield slightly unsymmetrical (under) predictions of k 20°C .
Chapuis' model
Figure 9(a) presents the fitted correlation between ln k 20°C and ln [D 10 2 e 3 /(1 + e)], which is
The exponent in equation (24) (0·73) is close to equation (7) (0·78). With R 2 equals to 0·91, the model seems to give good prediction of k in crushed material used in this study. The predicted plotted against measured plot (Fig. 9(b) ) shows that nine out of 30 data points lie outside the ±50% margins, within which six out of nine of these data points represent under-predictions; 53·3% of the data points lie above the line of equality and the remainder data of points fall beneath. Therefore, equation (24) gives a slight under-prediction of k 20°C for the database.
Grading entropy model Figure 10 shows the non-dimensional grading entropy coordinates A, B plotted against the measured k 20°C , D 10 , C Z and C U and indicates that, for unbounded granular mixtures, the variation in coefficient of permeability correlates with A and B. A is positively correlated with permeability, whereas B shows a negative correlation. D 10 is also positively correlated with k 20°C . Interesting patterns also emerge from the variation of C Z and C U with the non-dimensional grading entropy parameters (Figs 10(e)-10(h)): both high-and (24)) FENG, VARDANEGA, IBRAIM, WIDYATMOKO AND OJUM low-permeability mixtures have constant C Z values around 1; higher C Z values that peak around A = 0·82 and B = 0·78 are observed; C U is negatively correlated to A and positively correlated to B. Gradations of tested samples were plotted on the normalised entropy diagram with their corresponding measured permeability categorised into three classes -low k (k , 10 mm/s), medium k (10 , k , 100 mm/s) and high k (k . 100 mm/s) (see Fig. 11 ); this may be used as a design chart for engineers to make a priori assessments of the tendency of granular mixtures to exhibit high or low permeability.
The regressed results of k 20°C with A and B, respectively (Figs 10(a) and 10(b)), are
Based on the individual regression results, the relative base entropy A (R 2 = 0·83) which indicates the skewness (symmetry) of a gradation appears to be more closely correlated to k 20°C than the normalised entropy increments B (R 2 = 0·63), which measures the peakiness (kurtosis) of a gradation. The multiple linear regression of k 20°C with both A and B included produced the following equation
The predicted against measured values plot (Fig. 12) , shows that six out of 30 data points lie outside the ±50% margins and 46·7% of the data points fall beneath the line of equality, while the remainder of the data points lie above it. This result is a slight under-prediction compared with that obtained with equation (21), but the accuracy is greater in terms of number of values within ±50%. Overall the six points lying outside the ±50% bounds are evenly distributed above and below the line of equality. Equation (22) gives a more reliable prediction of k 20°C than equation (27) in terms of R 2 ; however, it is noted that equation (27) (grading entropy method) does not require that the engineer should measure the void ratio, only the gradation is needed, whereas equation (22) (Kozeny-Carman model) requires both. The normalised grading entropy does not take account of the shape factor of the mixed particles (nor do the three other methods). However, the Kozeny-Carman model does have an empirical shape factor, which according to Garcia et al. (2009) is a 'small but noticeable' factor affecting soil permeability, therefore, the coefficient of equation (27) may be a function of particle shape.
SUMMARY
The five models: 'Hazen', 'Shepherd', 'Kozeny-Carman', 'Chapuis' and 'grading entropy' all appear to be statistically reliable in estimating the coefficient of permeability generally to within about ±50%. However, the grading entropy approach (which does not require measurement of void ratio) has produced a predicted against measured values plot that is both essentially evenly distributed about the line of equality and has only six out of 30 points out of the ±50% prediction bounds. Equation (22) (Kozeny-Carman) yielded the highest R 2 value but the predicted against measured values plot is slightly less symmetrical than that given using equation (27) . Examination of the statistical measures (e.g. R 2 , p-value) calculated for each model reveals that there is effectively no statistical reason to favour one model over another. However, when examining the results using predicted against measured values plots, both the Kozeny-Carman and grading entropy approaches produce the most accurate results, with Kozeny-Carman being favoured when considering average scatter (R 2 ) (based on the chosen variant of equation) and grading entropy when considering the number of points within ±50%. However, the coefficients and correlations calculated in equations (18)- (27) only hold for the specific soil tested in this research; testing using mixtures with more diverse gradings and shape factors than those presented here is still needed to further validate the trends shown.
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